Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

**Stewards**

**Veterinary Surgeon**
Dr. J. McNicholl

### Race 1  YOU.ME.6 WEEKS. MAIDEN STAKE  395m  Maiden

-A swab sample was taken from the winner TROY THE BOY.

-Shortly after the start TROY THE BOY checked around the heels of MOMBASA MAINE. On the first turn RISING MOON ran onto the heels of DANYO’S BULLY then moved out checking JIMMY PERUZZI and PREDICTIONS. Along the home straight RISING MOON ran onto the heels of PREDICTIONS.

### Race 2  TABCORP JUVENILE STAKE  395m  Juvenile

-HORROR SHOW went up with the lids. On the point of the turn CONNER PERUZZI moved out checking WILD MARILYN causing WILD MARILYN to move down bumping FINNISS LOOPER.

### Race 3  M.B. VILLAGE BUTCHERS STAKE  395m  Grade 6

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ASTON MIDORI.

-Shortly after the start TEX LEE moved out checking DANYO’S SARAH. On the first turn CAWBOURNE SNOW moved down checking DANYO’S SARAH. On the turn into the home straight MOBASA LASS moved out taking BUNDORAN very wide.

-ASTON LASS was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 7 DAYS.

### Race 4  RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE MIXED STAKE  395m  Mixed 3/4/5

-On the first turn SPRING SNIPER moved down checking EL JERICO causing EL JERICO to drop back checking BREEMELIA SWIFT. On the turn into the home straight BREEMELIA SWIFT moved out bumping EL JERICO. Stewards noted that EL JERICO raced with its muzzle caught in its teeth.

### Race 5  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE  395m  Grade 5

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRING SNOW.

-On the first turn SPRING SNOW moved down applying pressure to ASTON JOYNER causing ASTON JOYNER to lose ground. Along the home straight ATOMIC BLONDE and SPRING SNOW bumped and FILTHY PHANTOM ran wide.

### Race 6  MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB STAKE  455m  Grade 6

-Shortly after the start SUPERSTAR CHASE moved out checking OAKVALE THRILL, JUST RUBY, SPRING FAIR and MAX POTION. Approaching the first turn MAX POTION moved down checking JUST RUBY and OAKVALE THRILL.

### Race 7  DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER STAKE  455m  Grade 5

-Approaching the first turn HESA MARLOW moved out checking KINATE. On the point of the turn KINATE ran onto the heels of OAKVALE WARRIOR causing OAKVALE WARRIOR to move out bumping JUST KENNY.

-OAKVALE WARRIOR was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

### Race 8  METRO ROLLER DOORS GRADE 5 SERIES FINAL  395m  Grade 5

-Shortly after the start ASTON TOBIN moved down checking VELOCITY CHANCE. Along the home straight JUST DID IT ran wide.

### Race 9  @THEDOGSSA STAKE  395m  Grade 6

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LONG GULLY TERRY.

-ASTON KLARA was slow to begin. There were no further racing incidents to report.

-DEGAS was vetted after the race, REPORTED TO BE INJURED AND WAS STOOD DOWN FOR 7 DAYS.

### Race 10  SKY RACING STAKE  455m  Grade 6

-On the first turn OAKVALE ASTRO moved out as TATACHILLA moved down causing RELEASE THE FURY to be checked and then drop back checking LONG GULLY DON. On the point of the turn LONG GULLY DON moved out checking RELEASE THE FURY.
A swab sample was taken from the winner RAZOR’S EDGE.

On the first turn WATERLOO MONELLI moved down causing LOSE YOUR BLUES to run onto its heels, dragging it down. There were no further racing incidents to report.

WATERLOO MONELLI was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED.

### SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATE SCRATCHINGS</th>
<th>NIL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAIDEN WINNERS</td>
<td>TROY THE BOY (R1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| SWAB SAMPLES     | TROY THE BOY (R1)  
|                  | ASTON MIDORI (R3)  
|                  | SPRING SNOW (R5)   
|                  | LONG GULLY TERRY (R9) |
|                  | RAZOR’S EDGE (R11) |
| INJURIES         | MOMBASA LASS (R3)  
|                  | LEFT PENCIL MUSCLE SORENESS 7 DAYS |
|                  | DEGAS (R9)        
|                  | BOTH TRAPEZIUS MUSCLE SORENESS 7 DAYS |